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Introduction: particle production
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Hawking radiation: where does the 
information go? 

Reheating: where does the 
matter in our Universe come 
from? (focus of this talk)
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General picture for inflation and reheating
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General picture for inflation and reheating

Two steps for reheating

Preheating: Non-perturbative particle 
production (parametric resonance)

Perturbative reheating: Perturbative 
particle production (focus of this talk）

Why care about perturbative reheating?

• Determines whether reheating is complete or not
• Preheating could be absent in some inflation models
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Consider, e.g., an interaction          . A background field for    ,              , would 
induce a time-dependent mass term for field   ,                 
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Consider, e.g., an interaction          . A background field for    ,              , would 
induce a time-dependent mass term for field   ,                 

Non-perturbative: 

Floquet theory (Mathieu equation, Lamé equation) 

Perturbative:                        (focus of this talk)

Naïve method: 

Is this justified?

Thermal effects? 

For example: with Z2 symmetry, the one-particle state for    is stable!

[Kofman, Linde, Starobinsky, 1994, 1997]

Backreaction effects? 

: one-particle decay rate



Non-equilibrium QFT
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In non-equilibrium QFT, we study  

where 
The generating functional can be formulated on a closed-time path! 

[Schwinger, 1961; Keldysh, 1965]

[Jackiw, 1974;Cornwall, Jackiw, Tomboulis, 1974]

effective action:  

EoM for the condensate 



The model and equation of motion
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We consider the following two-scalar model 

with 

Expanding                     ,  

treated as vertices

(background)

(fluctuations)



The model and equation of motion
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The truncated effective action [Ai, Drewes, Glavan, Hajer, 2021]

Self-energy

Four-vertex
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The truncated effective action

from which, the EoM reads 

[Ai, Drewes, Glavan, Hajer, 2021]

Self-energy

Four-vertex
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The truncated effective action

from which, the EoM reads 
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Self-energy
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and depend on several quantities
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The truncated effective action

from which, the EoM reads 

[Ai, Drewes, Glavan, Hajer, 2021]

Self-energy

Four-vertex

The solutions take the general form,

and depend on several quantities



Solutions and results
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Static universe [WA, M. Drewes, D. Glavan, J. Hajer, 2021]

The decay of the condensate energy density at large time is 
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Static universe [WA, M. Drewes, D. Glavan, J. Hajer, 2021]

The decay of the condensate energy density at large time is 
(vanishing    )



Solutions
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Radiation-dominated universe [WA, Z. Wang, 2022]
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Radiation-dominated universe [WA, Z. Wang, 2022]

Evolution of the scalar condensate 



Solutions
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Radiation-dominated universe

Evolution of the energy densities at large time

[WA, Z. Wang, 2022]
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Radiation-dominated universe

Evolution of the energy densities

[WA, Z. Wang, 2022]

(Non-vanishing    )
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Radiation-dominated universe

Evolution of the energy densities

[WA, Z. Wang, 2022]

(Vanishing    )
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Ø The quantum equation of motion for the inflaton condensate can be solved 
perturbatively in the small-field regime

Ø We obtained analytical solutions for the evolution of the oscillating scalar 
condensate in static, radiation-dominated, and matter-dominated flat FLRW 
universes

Ø Non-negligible gamma is essential to ensure a complete decay of the inflaton 
condensate in the Z2 symmetric two-scalar model

Ø We assumed constant temperature. To rigorously study reheating, one needs to 
track the evolution of the temperature also (in progress)
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Ø The quantum equation of motion for the inflaton condensate can be solved 
perturbatively in the small-field regime

Ø We obtained analytical solutions for the evolution of the oscillating scalar 
condensate in static, radiation-dominated, and matter-dominated flat FLRW 
universes

Ø Non-negligible gamma is essential to ensure a complete decay of the inflaton 
condensate in the Z2 symmetric two-scalar model

Ø We assumed constant temperature. To rigorously study reheating, one needs to 
track the evolution of the temperature also (in progress)

(feel free to reach wenyuan.ai@kcl.ac.uk for any discussions)
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Physical meanings of    and 
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Optical theorem at zero temperature

Physical meanings

Self-energy

(all are Landau damping)

Proper four-vertex function

[Ai, Wang, 2022]

[Peskin & Schroeder, 1995]



An improved method
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Time-dependent perturbation theory: taking the time-dependent mass term as a 
perturbation  

In canonical quantization,    

Particle production can be described as the transition from the vacuum to particle 
states                        

[Ichikawa, Suyama, Takahashi, Yamaguchi, 2008]

e.g.,                 ,       

For harmonic condensate oscillations    

Much more justified!! But still not includes thermal effects & backreaction effects



Comparison in certain limits
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Static universe [WA, M. Drewes, D. Glavan, J. Hajer, 2021]

  exponential decay   power-law decay

At zero temperature,    vanishes,  


